
By Twos and Sevens

Two pairs of Costco pjs wriggled on two twin beds. Despite it being bedtime, the sun was

still very much alive. It was always hard to get tired in Alaskan summers. Owen and I bounded

across the dragon filled moat between the two twin beds. We played thumb wars and rock, paper,

scissors. We debated which was the best of the Secret Seven series and discussed the throes of the

latest Suite Life of Zack and Cody episode. Nevertheless time moved slowly, our internal alarms

were sounding. It was time.

“Grandad is late! We should really go down there. Do you think he forgot?”

“Livvy, come on, be patient! Remember what Yoda always says.”

I sat. And pouted. And made some fake crying noises. Poor Owen, racked with guilt,

tried to make me smile. Then we saw it.

A yellow snake of light made its way across the carpet. One red socked foot and one

green socked foot stepped into the room. We both turned with anticipation….

“Grandad! You are finally here!”

I used my sticky little hands to grab my favorite of the paperbacks off of the low corner

shelf. Owen and I moved in double time. We pushed the two twin beds together, the

dragon-filled moat closing its gates. Grandad drew the blackout blinds to protect us from the

stubborn Midnight Sun and we crawled under our comforters. Grandad plopped down in the

middle, where the two beds connected.

“Are you two ready for some Secret Seven?”



Grandad eased into the story gracefully. The grumble of his British accent warmed up

and then found its rhythm. He navigated inflections, switching voices for each character. Owen

and I shared in the tension, grasping hands when things took a turn. We howled with laughter

when Scamper did a crazy trick or Barbara scolded Pater.

Grandad’s voice grew louder with each sentence. He sang of the Secret Seven. I listened

to each verse with rapt attention and wide eyes. But I was consumed by the melody more than

the lyrics. I drifted in and out of attentiveness. My mind wandered to our own adventures of the

day. I was transported into a different world, but not the world of the Secret Seven. The smell of

raw herring, Owen helping me bait my hook in the fishing hole. The sound of the oldies radio

station on the daily drive to soccer practice, shin guards velcroed and cleats tied. The sight of

hills painted with blues of forget-me-nots and violet lupine, hiking the Eveline trail. Often

Grandad’s accent echoed in my mind, my thoughts were guided back to the present. Scamper

barked at the scary neighbor spying on the Secret Seven’s latest meeting and Peter chased the

enemy down.

The little bedroom was infused with sound. The steady tone of Grandad’s voice wrapped

around my shoulders. I was surrounded by words and warmth. I felt the warmth of the Alaskan

sun, even as the sky was now, finally, dark. Nothing seemed to scare me, not even the darkness

of the attic entrance, where surely monsters resided. But, Secret Seven storytime was not simply

a song, interruptions were welcome.

“Grandad, did your mom let you play outside by yourself too?” Owen asked.

Then we were transferred into the world of Grandad’s own childhood. One of the

post-WWII rations and backyard bombings. English author Enid Blyton’s tales were woven with

both international and family history. In that little bedroom on those two twin beds, I time



traveled from Homer, Alaska 2011 to London 1943. As we journeyed between timelines,

somehow chapters were completed.

“Barbara laughed when she saw it. ‘Goodness! What a mess’ she said. Janet looked cross

and shut her notebook up...”

The page turned, another chapter began, Grandad read word after word until our two

pairs of eyelids grew heavy. Our world faded to a peaceful black.


